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MBGC President’s Report
There has been a lot of activity
while I was cruising the rivers
of Europe on a holiday during
May and thanks are due to a
number of our hard working
members for taking care of
business.
Thanks to Mark Bland for filling
in as Acting President while I
was away.
Thanks to the Safety Committee for dealing with
the quite stressful investigation into the wire strike
incident involving a visiting pilot on 31st March.

Officer, Mark Bland - CFI and Terry Knight - T/O
Operations / Airworthiness / Radio?
In my absence the remaining members of the
Safety Committee did an amazing job in
examining all our procedures and equipment and
devising improvements to further minimise risk in
our operations.
I would like to particularly thank Phil O’Bryan who
donated a lot of his valuable time using his
professional Risk Management skills to assist us
in this exercise. Phil is not a frequent flyer and is
self-employed so his major contribution was
especially appreciated.
Special thanks also to Mark and Terry for their
expert contributions in dealing with this incident
and for their rapid response in implementing
recommended changes to equipment and
procedures.
Thanks also to Ian Cohn for filling in as Editor of
“Alpine Flyer” in my absence. It is a time
consuming role and Ian’s contribution in
producing an excellent April edition was
appreciated.
Winter is on the way with early snowfalls in the
Alps around Mt Beauty providing a spectacular
backdrop for flying.
So don’t hang up your floppy hat until next soaring
season. Last weekend provided some pleasant
ridge and thermal soaring and it is a good time for
low hours trainees to progress towards their first
solo.
Safe flying.
ANDREW EVANS
PRESIDENT & ALPINE FLYER EDITOR

Did you know your Safety Committee consists of
myself - Chairman, Phil O’Bryan - Club Safety
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CFI Report
Another busy month for the
Safety Committee following
a wire strike incident by a
visiting pilot on 31st March
2016. Thankfully we have
resolved most of the issues
relating to our winch /
reciprocal
landing
restrictions following the
incident.
We should be back to normal by the time you read
this. The new Risk Mitigation Document which will
be available in the Pie Cart and on the website has
extensively assessed the way we operate and there
are many improvements to existing procedures as
well as some new ones so please make the effort to
familiarise yourself with these.
Daily Briefings will be essential from now on, and
unless advised will be at 1030.
Turning up in the middle of the day unannounced
and expecting to fly isn’t good enough. Please show
some commitment to the club, fellow members and
the Duty Instructor and communicate your intentions
so we can all plan and enjoy our sport.
Gliding like many activities has inherent risk. We all
take risks every day as soon as we get out of bed,
but it’s how we manage them that effects how we
enjoy life.
Wikipedia
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risk_management)
defines Risk management as the identification,
assessment, and prioritisation of risks (defined in
ISO 31000 as the effect of uncertainty on objectives)
followed by coordinated and economical application
of resources to minimise, monitor, and control the
probability and/or impact of unfortunate events[1] or
to maximise the realisation of opportunities.
Risk management’s objective is to ensure
uncertainty does not deflect the endeavour from the
business goals.
In ideal risk management, a prioritisation process is
followed whereby the risks with the greatest loss (or
impact) and the greatest probability of occurring are
handled first, and risks with lower probability of
occurrence and lower loss are handled in
descending order.
In practice the process of assessing overall risk can
be difficult, and balancing resources used to mitigate
between risks with a high probability of occurrence
but lower loss versus a risk with high loss but lower
probability of occurrence can often be mishandled.
Intangible risk management identifies a new type of
a risk that has a 100% probability of occurring but is
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ignored by the organisation due to a lack of
identification ability. For example, when deficient
knowledge is applied to a situation, a knowledge risk
materialises.
Relationship risk appears when ineffective
collaboration occurs. Process-engagement risk may
be an issue when ineffective operational procedures
are applied.
These risks directly reduce the productivity of
knowledge workers, decrease cost-effectiveness,
profitability, service, quality, reputation, brand value,
and earnings quality.
Intangible risk management allows risk management
to create immediate value from the identification and
reduction of risks that reduce productivity.
Risk management also faces difficulties in allocating
resources. This is the idea of opportunity cost.
Resources spent on risk management could have
been spent on more profitable activities. Again, ideal
risk management minimises spending (or manpower
or other resources) and also minimises the negative
effects of risks.
Whenever there is an accident or incident these
days, society demands processes that will help
eliminate that event happening again. This is a good
thing, but at the end of the day there has to be a
realisation of what is reasonably practical and
achievable to allow us to tolerate the risks.
Remember, let’s be safe and have fun!
MARK BLAND
CFI

Terry’s maintenance column
New electronic gadgets
Terry and Shirley Knight
are traveling in Europe on
a well-earned holiday and
Terry Knight has left Mark
Bland looking after the new
electronic toys in our tool
kit. Here is Mark’s story for
Terry.
I'm getting familiar with the NANO logger and the
EPIRB is currently in the hangar filing cabinet.
Although meant for the Hornet, it is a personal
ELB and can be used by anyone if available.
The ELB and the NANO are both very small
gadgets and could easily get misplaced or lost. To
ensure they are looked after I propose that we
provide a sign-out book at the solar charge station
to ensure they are cared for.
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I have fitted Velcro to the front instrument shrouds
of GVA, GVS and GMK for the NANO.
It came with a power cable but the internal battery
will last 3 days if charged. It can be charged with
the USB cable at the charge station or when
downloaded at a computer. I guess myself or Ian
Cohn will do most of that?
We also received a nice first aid kit and signal
mirror with the ELB. The mirror is in the pocket of
GVA.
The hangar and van already have first aid kits so
a suitable location is being considered for the new
one.
There is also another new VHF radio, so there are
two club VHF and 3 UHF radios.
The last person leaving the hanger is to confirm
location of all of them.
We have tested the Pilatus VHF radio on the
winch with its speaker microphone which worked
well. We will arrange another speaker mic for the
club.
MARK BLAND - CFI for
TERRY KNIGHT
T/O OPERATIONS / AIRWORTHINESS / RADIO

Safety Matters
Annual check flights
A reminder that all members are to be current for
Annual Checks.
Checks are required 12 months since the last
annual flight review (Ops Reg 3.3.5).
Annual Check blank forms can be found in the
launch point van.
Members are required to complete their personal
details and flying statistics in Part A of the form
before arranging their check flight with a Club
Instructor.
You will also need to do your homework as the
Instructor will ask you 3 theory questions from the
GFA ABC Certificate Handbook.

Michael’s first solo
After 1½ years flying with MBGC I have now
obtained my Solo license.
On the weekend of 21st, 22nd May I got through
extensive testing of my skills as a glider pilot,
thanks to Mark Bland, Mike Parkinson and Ian
Cohn for being so helpful.
The weekend started with some basic gliding
assessment, take-off and landings on both
Alpine Flyer

RWY14 and RWY32. They also tested my
orientation skills to make sure that I was also
aware of the landing strip position and ensure
that I could always make it back safely, even in
case of unexpected sink.
We went through some basic turning, they
wanted to make sure that I had good speed
control and performing appropriate lookouts
before turning.
On Sunday they changed focus and wanted to
test my skills in case of a cable break, which was
a bit more intensive and definitely helped my
skills.
The first attempt was a bit scary, but after a few
goes with both Ian and Mark I got the hang of it
and was comfortable that I could manage a cable
break.
In addition to the simulated cable breaks I have
also experienced three real cable breaks so my
skills were tested for real.
Finally Mike and Mark wanted to test my flying
skills without relying on the instruments and
hence they covered the altimeter and the air
speed indicator.
The first flight was a bit testing, but I actually
found that relying on my hearing and the visuals
through the canopy was much better than relying
on the instruments and both Mike and Mark were
happy with my performance.

The first thought that came through
my mind was, oh no why am I doing
this?
Finally came the moment when Mike told me that
he and Mark believed I was ready for my solo
having previously undertaken my required spin
checks at Bacchus Marsh in the Zephyrus.
I must admit that the first thought that came
through my mind was, oh no why am I doing this,
but due to my excellent training I relaxed, went
through my normal ABCD check, got into the
glider and performed the CHAOTIC checks as
has been drilled into my head by all the
Instructors since starting my training.
It was a nice calm day so there was no real lift
and no wind, most likely the best possible day for
flying the first solo.
I completed the departure radio call, gave the
thumbs-up and was as ready as ever.
The wing man gave the all-out call and off I went,
climbing to 3000 ft, focusing on the emergency
procedures in case of cable break and after the
cable release I was flying.
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What a feeling, I could not comprehend the
emotions that went through me, I was relaxed
and the sense of freedom was so overwhelming,
it can only be described to someone that has
tried it as well.
The flight was only a short flight 6-7 minutes but it
is by far the best time I have ever had in a glider.

weather seemed almost incidental to Paul, we
were simply going.
We got away at 1320 hrs and spent nearly the
next hour between release height and 1300 ft
AGL before seeing our first 6 knotter near the
Reefton Silo, not yet halfway to Temora.
I was glad Paul was flying. The wind was 10 kts
roughly on the nose so each weak and broken
thermal drove us back as we spent the next two
hours in a working band of 2500 – 5000 ft QNH
struggling to reach the band of Cu’s always in the
far distance.
As we approached the foothills of the Great
Divide, the climbs finally started to improve. By
1700 hrs we were well into the mountains and
bouncing along between six and eight thousand
feet.

Instructor Mike Parkinson congratulates Michael
Ranjel after his first solo flight in ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Ian Cohn
Now starts the real training and I have a very
demanding instructor (me) from now on. My next
goal is to get approved for passenger flights so I
can bring my wife along for the ride.
Thanks MBGC for your support and help so I
could pass this gliding milestone.
MICHAEL RANJEL

Rescuing CAGIT
The NSW Come and Get It Trophy (CAGIT)
resided at Canberra GC’s Bunyan base for close
to thirty years because Cooma was just too
difficult to reach. Canberra had apparently
claimed the trophy during a camp at Temora.

Enough was enough! Someone had to
do something to retrieve the tattered
honour of NSW Gliding.
About five years ago Mark Bland from Mt Beauty
Gliding Club flew in and claimed it. Since then it’s
been bouncing around Victoria, much to the
delight of the Mexican gliding crowd.
Enough was enough! Someone had to do
something to retrieve the tattered honour of NSW
Gliding. So a few days into the West Wyalong
camp in February, Paul Mander invited me to
come along on the 350 km flight to Mt Beauty the
next day.
“Throw a toothbrush in the back of the ASH. We’ll
put up overnight and fly back the next day.” Cool!
I’ve never done any mountain soaring for starters,
and am always up for a bit of adventure. The
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Despite this, we abandoned our plan to detour
over Kozzy, given its summit altitude of 7310 ft.
Around six o’clock we spied a glider way off to the
East and well below the ridgeline. Our radio
inquiry confirmed it was Mark Bland in ASK21miGVS out and about as he is wont to do frequently.
As we were flying over serious tiger country, we
used the stepping stone approach by ensuring we
had final glide to the nearest airstrip on each leg.
Basically we were valley hopping south from
Corryong over the Mitta Mitta to our destination in
the Kiewa Valley.
The lift was improving along with the convection
height. Considering the rising terrain, we needed
it. The last obstacle was a saddle at around 3200
ft over which lay the well named town of Mt
Beauty.
We’d made it! After a quick orbit of the town, Paul
suggested we do some mountain soaring on the
slopes and buttresses of Mt Bogong.
As we closed on the wooded lower slopes, the
vario flicked into positive as we started a left orbit
with each turn bringing us into what seemed like a
few wingspans from the bush.
Exciting stuff for someone like me who’s never
flown in tiger country like this. Gradually we
worked our way up past the tree line and
eventually over the grassy summit. We decided
an outlanding might be possible on the peak; but
the retrieve would be difficult if not impossible!

The hospitality we received from Mark
Bland and his wife Suzanne was
superb.
Upon landing we were met by Mark Bland, the
CFI of the Mt Beauty Club. Mark has been a
strong supporter of the whole CAGIT tradition
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even when it disappeared into the Badlands of
Mexico.

Cockpit discussions about deploying the jets
became our touchstone because we hit lift every
time the question arose.
The day started to percolate around 1550 hrs with
a series of thermals which topped us out at 8700
ft over the foothills East of Henty. Three more
thermals gave us final glide to West Wyalong from
8500 ft.
Now that the honour of the NSWGA has been
restored, it’s hoped that the trophy will once again
become a focus for healthy interclub rivalry.
This will only happen if gliding leaders, in all
positions, get behind it.
MIKE TIMBRELL

Left to right: Paul Mander, Mark Bland and Mike
Timbrell with Mark handing over the CAGIT trophy
to Paul.
Photo: Suzanne Bland
The hospitality we received from Mark and his
wife Suzanne was superb. Paul and I were wined,
dined on their elevated deck overlooking the
airstrip and bedded down in their house for the
night. We could have asked for no more.

Dean enjoys the sight of the first
winter snow
Mark Bland took Dean Tooker for a flight over
Mt Bogong in ASK21mi-GVS where they enjoyed
the sight of the first winter snow.

The next day the trophy was formally handed over
before Golf Oscar was hooked onto the winch at
1345 hrs.
Releasing at 1200 ft AGL, we immediately found
ourselves in a 3 knotter for a 2000 ft gain. Another
climb on the side of Mt Bogong took us to 6500 ft
QNH, plenty of height to escape into the next
valley on our track North.
The next hour was a struggle, once only 600 ft
above terrain, but always with the ability to fly
down the valley to the nearest airstrip.

The impressive jet power plants were not required to
get ASH25-GOA home after rescuing the CAGIT
Trophy from Mt Beauty.
Photo: Andrew Evans
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Mt Bogong from ASK21-GVS
Photo: Dean Tooker

Dean Tooker in ASK21-GVS.
Photo: Mark Bland
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Instructors’ Panel Meeting
The MBGC Instructors’ Panel conducted a
scheduled meeting on Sunday 29th May.
Issues discussed included:
 Member flying progress review.
 Working with children authorization.
 Pilot Currency board to be located at the
launch point.
 Parachute training.
 GFA membership currency checks.
 Duty Pilot Hi-Vis vest.
 Visiting pilots’ responsibility for cost of
repair of damage if flying Club gliders.
 Register of Air Experience Instructors.
 Instructor training sponsorship.
 Revised operating procedures and
equipment improvements following wire
strike incident on 31st March.

Ian Cohn and Detlev Rueff over Mt Beauty in
ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Dean Tooker

Changes to Club debenture system
The MBGC debenture system has been in place
since 2004 and debenture rates have been
increased over time in line with inflation.
This has resulted in members with
Memberships having paid varying amounts;

Full

$250 (for the discontinued Associate membership
Category), $500, $600, $660, and $700.
We’ve received mixed feedback on the system
regarding the equality of the financial value across
all members.
The debenture system currently works like this:
A current condition of joining MBGC as a Full
Member is that the new member agrees to pay a
once-off sum of money (currently $700) which is
redeemable when the member resigns their
membership with the Club.
The benefit of joining as a full Member is that it
offers lower flying charges than a Casual
Member.
Casual members
debenture.

do

not

currently

pay

Instructors’ Panel meeting at Mt Beauty Airfield terminal
building 29th May 2016. Left to right Andrew Evans,
Steve Bradbury, Mark Bland, Ian Cohn, Bernie
O’Donnell, Mike Parkinson.
Photo: Andrew Evans

Photos by Detlev

a

This money is used by the club as seed capital to
acquire new assets such as aircraft, hangars,
mechanical requirement etc.
A survey of debenture holders has recently been
carried out to make sure the Club continues to
operate with the members’ best interests in mind.
The survey has resulted in a majority vote to adopt
a common debenture of $500.
The Committee has endorsed this survey result.
Accordingly members who have paid more than
this amount will be provided with a refund and
members who have paid less will be requested to
pay a top up to $500.
Alpine Flyer

Mark Bland, dressed for winter, landing in ASK21miGVS.
Photo: Detlev Rueff
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Frequent visitor and fan of Mt Beauty Gliding Club,
Minnie Chong.
Photo: Detlev Rueff

OLC MBGC club results
Here are our current Online Contest (OLC) results
to the end of May.
Our Club is currently ranked 21st in the world,
slipping down the leader board from our previous
8th position, now that our thermals have departed
north for the winter.
NAME

FLTS DURATION

POINTS

AV
SPEED

Henry Mander

2

7:37

633.91

83.35

Bernhard
Hochwimmer

5

11:55

616.64

35.74

Detlev Rueff

4

8:04

499.12

30.64

Gary Mason

3

7:55

348.28

31.62

Roger Harrop

3

6:11

334.54

33.84

Ian Dealy

6

9:22

324.32

13.70

Steven Bekker

2

7:20

311.65

35.64

Peter Demeo

5

6:26

305.78

15.24

Jim Coutts

3

5:41

293.14

25.69

Karl
Nowakowski

3

5:45

220.43

18.44

Adam Bland

1

3:14

219.92

60.90

Allan Hobby

2

3:22

216.56

27.63

Simon Shute

1

1:32

166.49

46.00

Michael Pobjoy

1

1:44

142.20

37.30

James Rowe

2

2:09

113.43

14.20

George Skarbek 1

1:26

88.44

23.79

Matt Heritage

1

2:02

79.29

20.29

Michael Ranjel

3

2:04

75.03

4.39

Peter Deane

1

0:31

25.99

6.85

Philip O’Bryan

1

1:37

24.86

6.16

Mark Bland

107

287:16

20,161.50 42.53

Ian Cohn
Bernie2
O’Donnell

58

139:32

9,809.56

41.32

28

123:12

9,547.17

81.03

Upcoming Events

Steve Bradbury 31

118:30

7,891.89

66.01

Andrew Evans

35

93:02

4,623.29

31.80

Mike Parkinson 26

66:25

3,469.15

37.16

11th to 13th June 2016 - Queen's Birthday long
weekend - Grampians Soaring Club annual
"Gliding Festival" (wave) camp.

22

59:27

3,238.23

35.13

15

37:35

2,497.88

36.41

Reuben Lane

10

28:42

2,189.95

56.86

Paul Mander

6

24:52

1,830.52

85.21

10th July 2016 – Benalla. GFA Glider Inspector
Certificate rated for Annual Inspections (or higher)
refresher training.

Atila Kerestes

12

32:48

1,661.60

29.68

16th July 2016 - GFA AGM

19

30:33

1,243.46

15.78

3rd to 11th Dec 2016 - Women in gliding week at
Mt Beauty.

9

28:05

845.44

25.10

Greg Wilson

6

12:19

833.98

35.29

Andy Smith

1

7:21

753.85

135.23

David Ross

6

17:30

716.26

29.80

Phil Henderson 6

10:34

701.89

29.80

Terry Knight

7

11:53

696.20

25.11

Scott S
Anderson

2

10:04

670.03

78.62

Graham Levitt

5

13:40

668.68

33.89

Oliver
Barthelmes
Duncan
Robertson

Richard
Grohmann
Carrick GillVallance
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26th June 2016 - Bacchus Marsh. GFA Glider
Inspector Certificate rated for Annual Inspections
(or higher) refresher training.

Interesting Internet Links
People are awesome - Best humans in the world
2016 - including some interesting aviation stunts.
People Are Awesome 2016 - Best HUMANS in
the World Compilation Part 7
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Lookout - Looking but not seeing
http://searchengineland.com/humanhardware-you%E2%80%99re-looking-butare-you-seeing-13909
http://viscog.beckman.illinois.edu/grafs/demo
s/15.html
Spectacular Spitfire photos

If you are not currently qualified to operate the
winch, why not consider obtaining training and
help share the workload?
There are three annual prizes for the most active
winch drivers awarded at the AGM (just ask
Detlev).

Aviation funnies

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article3598540/The-Photographer-captures-pinsharp-images-final-55-airworthy-Spitfiresusing-just-handheld-camera.html
Glider camera mounts
http://doc.glidingaustralia.org/index.php?opti
on=com_docman&view=download&alias=18
73-camera-check-list-v1-1-airw-d024-20160427&category_slug=airworthiness&Itemid=10
1

Winch Driver Tally
Winch launch tallies for the calendar year from
1st January 2016 are shown below:
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Detlev Rueff

143

Mark Bland

82

Greg Wilson

68

Atila Kerestes

42

Duncan Robertson

33

Andrew Evans

32

Ian Cohn

21

Mike Pobjoy

18

Ollie Barthelmes

11

Terry Knight

9

Steve Bradbury

7

Adam Bland

7

Gary Mason

6

Reuben Lane

5

Instructor & Duty Pilot Roster

Richard Todd

4

David Ross

3

Mike Parkinson

3

Don’t forget to contact the Duty Instructor to book
your training or check flight requirements prior to
the weekend to assist with planning of instructing
resources.

Bernie O’Donnell

3

Graham Levitt

1

Mark Lucey

1

Richard Grohmann

1

Phil Henderson

1

Don’t just turn up on the day expecting to receive
instruction without prior notification.
There are a number of weekends over the next 2
months when instructors will not be available due
to holidays and other absences, so it will be
particularly important to check their availability.
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Duty Pilot Roster

If you are unable to be Duty Instructor or Duty
Pilot on your rostered day, it is up to you to
arrange a replacement and let Secretary Mike
Parkinson know who you have swapped with.
Contact Mike at mikep@hp.ozemail.com.au or
0413 736 145.

Duty Instructor contact details
Mark Bland

0417 565 514

Ian Cohn

0408 379 939

Mike Pobjoy

02 6059 1417

Bernie O’Donnell

0431 529 633

Andrew Evans

0409 277 328

Duty Instructor Roster

MIKE PARKINSON
SECRETARY

Classifieds
FOR SALE
Pilatus B4 syndicate share $1,000 ono.
Icom A6 Transceiver (model up from A15) $200.
Pilot gloves, mirror, binoculars, and maps.
Ask and be surprised.
Contact Mike: 02 6059 1417
…………………………………………………………
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CIRRUS 75 IUV FOR SALE

And now a word from our sponsors

Airframe and wings professionally refinished by
Rowe Aviation Services.

MT BEAUTY

Don’t forget to nominate MBGC as the recipient of
their donation when you purchase items from their
store.
 No crazing or cracking on the gel coat.
 New instrument panel with the following
units:

 Xcom VHF radio with press to talk,
rear speaker and boom mike.

 Swiss FLARM.
 Tasman V1000 vario.
 PDA mount on panel with 20 cm
extension.

 Tasman flight pack air data engine coupled to Tasman vario, Swiss flarm,
temperature probe, pitot and static
vents and PDA.
 Mountain high oxygen, AL180 bottle with
EDS oxygen regulator.
 Clam shell trailer with mechanical brakes.

Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank
MBGC is very appreciative of sponsorship support
received from Mt Beauty Community Bank during
May 2016.
This sponsorship of $1,260.50 has enabled us to
purchase:
1)

A Personal Locator Beacon (PLB) which has
been registered with Australian Search and
Rescue.
Our
purchase
included
an
emergency first aid kit that can be stored in an
aircraft wing pocket, a waterproof phone
PLB pouch, and a survival kit including a
holographically aimed signalling mirror.

2)

LX Nano logger.

3)

ICOM IC-A15
transceiver,

hand

held

air-band radio

Price $19500.
Contact
Richard
0477
richardrtodd@hotmail.com
Alpine Flyer

817220

or
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The Editors Final Word
The deadline for editorial contributions and photos
for the next newsletter is 23rd June 2016.
Readers are also invited to offer any suggestions
for improvements to the format of the newsletter.
It's your newsletter so keep those ideas coming
in.
Thank you to all the contributors to this edition.
ANDREW EVANS
PRESIDENT / “ALPINE FLYER” EDITOR
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